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I am thrilled to extend my hear�elt gree�ngs on the launch of the new edi�on of MYTROS, the annual e-

magazine published by the Department of Computer Applica�ons. In the realm of technology, change is 

the only constant, and this publica�on is a testament to our commitment to embracing innova�on and 

staying at the forefront of advancements. MYTROS brings forth a collec�on of insigh�ul ar�cles, 

cap�va�ng projects, and inspiring stories that highlight the boundless poten�al of our MCA community. 

As you delve into the pages of MYTROS, I encourage you to explore, engage, and envision. This e-

magazine is a pla�orm that bridges ideas and exper�se, connec�ng faculty, students, alumni, and 

industry professionals in a shared journey of learning and growth.

MYTROS is more than an e-magazine; it is a reflec�on of unity, innova�on, and commitment to excellence. 

I am confident that as you engage with its content, you will be reminded of the incredible journey we are 

all a part of. I extend my hear�elt apprecia�on to the dedicated coordinators, the passionate editorial 

team, and all MCA faculty members and students who have made this edi�on possible. Your collec�ve 

efforts shine through in every word and image, demonstra�ng the true essence of collabora�on.

Message from Director

Dr. A Garg 

Director, KIET Group of Ins�tu�ons



Message from Joint Director

Gree�ngs and a warm welcome to the newest edi�on of MYTROS.

In these digital pages, you will discover a tapestry of insights, crea�vity, and technological prowess woven 

together by the collec�ve efforts of our MCA community. MYTROS serves as a showcase of the 

remarkable journey we've embarked upon-a journey characterized by constant innova�on and a 

relentless pursuit of excellence. As you immerse yourself in the ar�cles, poems, and stories featured 

within, I hope you find inspira�on that sparks your curiosity and ignites meaningful conversa�ons. This e-

magazine is a testament to the collabora�ve spirit that defines your department, where the synergy of 

faculty exper�se and student enthusiasm paves the way for transforma�ve learning experiences.

I extend my hear�elt gra�tude to the department's commitment towards nurturing the brightest minds 

and fostering a dynamic learning environment.
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Dr. Manoj Goel 

Joint Director, KIET Group of Ins�tu�ons
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Message from Head of Department

It is with immense pleasure that I introduce you to the latest edi�on of MYTROS, our cherished annual e-

magazine created by the dedicated minds of the Department of Computer Applica�ons. In this era of 

digital advancement, where informa�on flows at the speed of thought and ideas transcend boundaries, 

our students have harnessed their poten�al to cra� an e-magazine that reflects the essence of our �mes. 

Through these virtual pages, you'll encounter a rich tapestry of narra�ves, perspec�ves, and crea�vity 

that mirror the world we live in. As we celebrate this edi�on of MYTROS, let us recognize the unyielding 

dedica�on of the en�re MCA family, including faculty, students, staff, and alumni. Together, we form a 

community that shapes the future of technology and innova�on.

To all readers, I invite you to immerse yourselves in this digital symphony of ideas, where technology 

meets innova�on, and crea�vity knows no bounds. May these pages inspire you to embrace the limitless 

possibili�es that the digital era presents. Thank you for celebra�ng the marvels of this age, as captured in 

the pixels and narra�ves of our student-created e-magazine.

Dr. Arun Kumar Tripathi 

HoD (MCA), KIET Group of Ins�tu�ons
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Message from Addl. Head of Department

Mr. Rabi N Panda 

Addl. HoD (MCA), KIET Group of Ins�tu�ons

I am delighted to witness the dynamic team of students unveiling the latest edi�on of our Departmental 

Magazine, MYTROS. In an era where excellence stands out due to its rarity, it brings me great joy to 

acknowledge the remarkable dedica�on exhibited by this team. It's heartening to see our students not 

only contribu�ng their wri�en work but also shaping the very fabric of this magazine through their 

designs and layouts. The collabora�ve effort that goes into crea�ng MYTROS is truly commendable.

As we delve into the pages of this magazine, let's appreciate the relentless drive of our students to push 

boundaries and embrace new horizons. Congratula�ons to the MYTROS team for their excep�onal work, 

and I eagerly an�cipate the inspira�on and innova�on that this edi�on will undoubtedly bring to the 

forefront.
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Message from Editor

Welcome to the IX edi�on of our Departmental magazine, MYTROS 2022-2023.

First of all, I would like to express my sincere thanks to Mr. Prashant Agarwal Sir for giving me an 

opportunity to work as an editor for MYTROS'23.

Also, Thanks to Director Sir, Joint Director Sir, HoD Sir and AddI. HoD Sir for their inspiring messages.

MYTROS was published to exhibit the crea�vity of our students and relive the memories made 

throughout the year. We are honoured to present the IX edi�on of MYTROS, which allows us to relive the 

academic year 2022-2023 from the lens of students.

We tried our best to share a glimpse of all the small and big events held in our department in the past one 

year.

I also thanks all the students that came forward and showed their ac�ve par�cipa�on with their amazing 

ar�cles and Poetries.

This could have not been possible without your efforts. Thank you all again.

Vandana Tiwari 

Editor
 MCA 1st Year (Sec�on A)
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KIET School of Computer Applications
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Introduc�on:
Ar�ficial intelligence (AI) has made incredible progress in understanding human language, leading to 
remarkable language models like Chat GPT and Google BARD. Today, we'll explore these powerful AI 
systems in simpler terms, uncovering their features, capabili�es, and impact.

Chat GPT: Your Conversa�onal Assistant 
Let's start with Chat GPT, an AI chatbot developed by OpenAI. It's designed to have conversa�ons with 
you, just like talking to a person. Chat GPT can answer ques�ons, discuss various topics, and have casual 
chats. It keeps ge�ng be�er through updates based on user feedback, making it smarter and more 
helpful over �me.

Google BARD Unleashing the AI Crea�ve Spirit : 
Now, let's talk about Google BARD, an AI language model that focuses on crea�ve wri�ng, especially 
poetry. BARD has been trained on lots of books and poems, allowing it to create its own poetry. It can 
write poems in different styles and make you feel emo�ons through its words. It's like having a poet friend 
who can compose beau�ful verses for you.

Implica�ons and Challenges:
The rise of Chat GPT and Google BARD brings both excitement and concerns. On the posi�ve side, these AI 
models can boost crea�vity, help with tasks, and improve communica�on. However, we need to be 
cau�ous. It's important to use them responsibly, address any biases they might have, and be careful about 
the spread of false informa�on.

Conclusion:
As I, Manmohan Dwivedi, explore the world of Chat GPT and Google BARD, I am fascinated by the 
revolu�on in human-machine interac�ons. These language models redefine the boundaries of 
communica�on. As we con�nue to advance these technologies, it is crucial to maintain a delicate balance 
between innova�on and ethical implementa�on. By fostering responsible AI prac�ces, we can unlock the 
full poten�al of Chat GPT and Google BARD for the be�erment of society.

Manmohan Dwivedi 

MCA-1st Year (Section-A)

Exploring Chat GPT & Google BARD: 
Unleashing AI's Creative Potential

T e c h B u z z
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How quantum computing could change the world?

Organiza�ons and governments around the world are pouring billions of dollars into quantum research 
and development, with the likes of Google, Microso� and Intel racing to reach quantum supremacy.

Quantum compu�ng has the poten�al to bring about significant impacts in various aspects of our lives.

Why is there so much hype about quantum computers? Because the Quantum Computers are 158 million 
�mes faster than the most sophis�cated supercomputer we have in the world today. They can take only 
four minutes as compared to what a tradi�onal supercomputer can accomplish in 10,000 years.

What’s so great about a quantum computer?
Quantum compu�ng, an emerging technology that uses the laws of quantum mechanics to produce 
exponen�ally higher performance for certain types of calcula�ons. Quantum compu�ng is a type of 
compu�ng that uses the principles of quantum mechanics to perform computa�ons. In tradi�onal 
computers, informa�on is stored and processed as bits, which represent either a 0 or a 1. However, in 
quantum computers, informa�on is stored and processed as quantum bits, or qubits.

Here’s a quick overview of just some of the places we can expect to feel the impact:
Data Security: 
Quantum computers pose a poten�al threat to exis�ng cryptographic systems. They have the ability to 
break widely used encryp�on algorithms, which could have significant implica�ons for data security.

Drug And Materials Development: 
Quantum computers could enable dras�c progression in drug discovery and development, ul�mately 
giving scien�sts the ability to solve problems that are currently intractable. With their extremely high 
processing power, these machines will be able to simultaneously review mul�ple molecules, proteins and 
chemicals through quantum simula�on-something currently unachievable with a standard computer-
allowing drug op�ons to be developed faster and more effec�vely than today.

T e c h B u z z
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Machine Learning and Ar�ficial Intelligence:
 Quantum compu�ng could enhance machine learning algorithms and accelerate training processes. This 
could lead to improved pa�ern recogni�on, be�er predic�ve models, and more advanced AI systems. 
Quantum machine learning algorithms could unlock new possibili�es for data analysis, recommenda�on 
systems, and decision-making processes.

Climate Science and Weather Forecas�ng: 
Quantum compu�ng's ability to process vast amounts of data and perform complex simula�ons could 
significantly enhance climate modeling and weather forecas�ng. This could lead to more accurate 
predic�ons of weather pa�erns, climate changes, and natural disasters, aiding in disaster preparedness 
and resource management.

Finance:
Quantum computers could bring huge poten�al benefits to the financial sector — from deeper analy�cs 
to new, faster trading possibili�es. Indeed, many major ins�tu�ons are looking to quantum compu�ng to 
boost trade, transac�ons and data speed. Banks such as IBM and JPMorgan Chase have been 
experimen�ng with quantum technology to gauge the specific ac�ons it will be capable of performing on 
a wide scale in the near future.

Data Science:
Quantum computers can process large datasets and perform complex calcula�ons faster than classical 
computers. This speed-up can enable data scien�sts to analyze and extract insights from massive 
amounts of data more efficiently. Tasks such as pa�ern recogni�on, clustering, and anomaly detec�on 
could be accelerated, leading to faster data-driven decision-making.

Op�miza�on:
Quantum computers are expected to be able to solve op�miza�on problems much faster than classical 
computers. This could have significant implica�ons for logis�cs, transporta�on, and other industries that 
rely on op�miza�on algorithms.

Overall, while classical compu�ng has made remarkable advances in the past few decades, there are s�ll 
many problems that are beyond the reach of classical computers. Even a parallel computer does not offer 
the same exponen�al speedup that quantum computers provide. It offers a promising avenue for solving 
problems, unlocking new applica�ons, scien�fic and technological advancement

Chandriki Tiwari 

MCA-1st Year (Section-A)

T e c h B u z z
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Brain Gate

Introduc�on:
 Our human brain is s�ll an area to be explored. It is s�ll a mystery how it works and how well we can use it. 
It is a known fact that all of us are not exploi�ng the complete poten�ality of our brain. With the 
endorsement of technology we can use our brain substan�ally in the �eld of communica�on. Brain is the 
region where all thoughts are born. Most of us have a problem to deliver those thoughts to others. Some 
people suffer from motor impairment which is the par�al or total loss of func�on of a body part. This may 
result in muscle weakness, poor stamina, lack of muscle control, or total paralysis. These are o�en stroke 
vic�ms whose perfectly healthy minds end up trapped inside bodies that are immobile. Ar�ficial limbs, 
wheel chair and other such devices serve as a boon to motor impaired pa�ents.

Working of Brain Gate :
 The detec�on of the input from the user and them transla�ng it into an ac�on could be considered as key 
part of any BCI system. This detec�on means to try to find out these mental tasks from the EEG signal. It 
can be done in �me-domain, e.g. by comparing amplitudes of the EEG and in frequency-domain. This 
involves usually digital signal processing for sampling and band pass filtering the signal, then calcula�ng 
these �me -or frequency domain features and then classifying them.

Hardware AndSo�ware Behind Brain : 
The system consists of a sensor (a device implanted in the brain that records signals directly related to 
imagined limb movement); a decoder (a set of computers and embedded so�ware that turns the brain 
signals into a useful command for an external device); and, the external device which could be a standard 
computer desktop or other communica�on device, a powered wheelchair, a prosthe�c or robo�c limb, or, 

T e c h B u z z

Diksha Bajpai 

MCA-1st Year (Section-B)
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 in the future, a func�onal electrical s�mula�on device that can move paralyzed limbs directly. Following 
are the hardware components used in Brain Gate System:

1. THE CHIP :
 A 4-millimeter square silicon chip studded with 100 hair-thin, microelectrodes is embedded in brain 
primary motor cortex. The chip, about the size of a baby aspirin, contains 100 electrode sensors, each 
thinner than a human hair. The sensors detect �ny electrical signals generated when a user imagines. 
Though paralyzed, a quadriplegic s�ll has the ability to generate such signals — they just don't get past the 
damaged por�on of the spinal cord. With Brain Gate, the signals travel through a wire that comes out of 
the skull and connects to a computer.

2. THE CONNECTOR :
 It is a�ached �rmly to the skull of the pa�ent and it passes the signals received by the chip to the 
converter. Most handicapped people are sa�sfied if they can get a rudimentary connec�on to the outside 
world. Brain Gate enables them to achieve far more than that. By controlling the computer cursor, 
pa�ents can access Internet informa�on, TV entertainment, and control lights and appliances with just 
their thoughts.

3. THE CONVERTER : 
The signal travels to a shoebox-sized amplifier where it's converted to Digital data and bounced by fiber-
op�c cable to a computer.

4. THE COMPUTER :
 Brain Gate learns to associate pa�erns of brain ac�vity with par�cular imagined movements-up, down, 
le�, right– and to connect those movements to a cursor. A brain computer interface uses 
electrophysiological signals to control remote devices. They consist of electrodes applied to the scalp of 
an individual. These electrodes pick up the signals and carry it into amplifier that amplify the signal 
approximately ten thousand �mes and then pass the signal via an analog to digital converter to a 
computer for processing.

Applica�ons:
 Brain gate technology can be used for controlling remote devices. This system can be used for making and 
receiving telephone calls and accessing the internet. Control over the robo�c arm is another widely used 
applica�on of the system. It helps the motor impaired pa�ents to watch and control television, use the pc, 
locking or unlocking doors. It assists them to use their motorized wheelchair without any external help.

Conclusion :
The concept of mobile robots or prosthe�c devices not by manual control, but by mere thinking (i.e., the 
brain ac�vity of human subjects) has been a fascinated approach. Medical cures are unavailable for many 
forms of neural and muscular paralysis. The enormity of the deficits caused by paralysis is a strong 
mo�va�on to pursue BMI solu�ons. So this idea helps many pa�ents to control the prosthe�c devices of 
their own by simply thinking about the task. Medical cures are unavailable for many forms of neural and 
muscular paralysis. The enormity of the deficits caused by paralysis is a strong mo�va�on to pursue BMI 
solu�ons. So this idea helps many pa�ents to control the prosthe�c devices of their own by simply 
thinking about the task.

T e c h B u z z
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IP Spoofing Technology

IP Spoofing is essen�ally a technique used by a hackers to gain unauthorized access to Computers. 
Concepts of IP Spoofing was ini�ally discussed in academic circles as early as 1980. IP Spoofing types of 
a�acks, had been known to Security expert on the theore�cal level. It was primarily theore�cal un�l 
Robert Morris discovered a security weakness in the TCP protocol known as sequence predic�on. 
Occasionally IP spoofing is done to mask the origins of a Dos a�ack. In fact Dos a�acks o�en mask actual IP 
address from where a�ack has originated from. 

Different ways to address IP Spoofing include:
Ÿ Do not reveal any informa�on regarding your internal IP addresses. This helps prevent those addresses 

from being “spoofed”.
Ÿ Monitor incoming IP packets for signs of IP spoofing using network monitoring so�ware. One popular 

product is “Netlog”, is along side similar products, seeks incoming packets to the external interface 
that have the both source and des�na�on IP addresses in your local domain. This essen�ally means an 
incoming packet that claims to be from inside network is actually coming from outside your network. 
Finding one means that an a�ack is underway.

The risks associated with IP Spoofing include:
Ÿ Denial-of-service a�acks
Ÿ Unauthorized access
Ÿ Data intercep�on
Ÿ Reputa�on damage

Conclusion:
Ÿ IP spoofing a�acks are becoming less frequent.
Ÿ Primarily because the Venues they use have become more Secure and in some case no longer used.
Ÿ Spoofing can s�ll be used and all security administrators should address it.

Aman Dhiman 

MCA-1st Year (Section-B)

VAN

T e c h B u z z
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MOM

Chelsey Singh 

MCA-1st Year (Section-A)

Oh! the merciful creator  
To whom , we all are a debtor.
What we call, about as a mentor

On each and every step who mends
One to the stepping stone school she sends.
One, who dresses us with good and well.
And amazingly in our hearts she dwells.

Well in all earth and sky
Whether it’s a day or night
Undoubtedly she stands by our side.
“she cant be with us “can it be a might?
From ar�c to antar�c and from mars to Neptune
In all the worlds sight.
She is there with every fall and height.

One, who protects me from devils,
One, with perfect will
She fights each and every “ill”.
With much bravery; fear inside me she kills.
When I barks “I hate you”.
She says “I love u s�ll”
What a unmatched thrill!

In the burdern of mistakes, when I fall
And all the opposi�on appeared too tall.
When I felt myself too small.
When I looked around.
No-one stands to be concerned about.
In-front she stands and shouts
Oh! Dear hope to yourself and cope out.
Not the moment to fall down 
Again and again she shouts.

Every pain she heals .
So lovingly and warmly she deals.
Once again all my tears she steals.
And once more a moment provided me with 
“love“ A meal.
When I feared to believe “love”
At the moment all the hatred she shuts.

A “rela�on” not found in any worlds shop
Whom , the universe kept at top.
Where god bows down and stop.
She is worlds hope.
World a too lot , s�ll fells a short-
TO CALL THREE NOTES -MOM

Expressions
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Serenade of the Moon

Anmol Goyal 

MCA-1st Year (Section-B)

In the s�llness of the night,
Under the moon’s gentle light, 
Whispers of dreams take flight,
 A symphony of calm and delight.

 The moon serenades the Earth,
       With its mys�cal, tranquil worth,
       Guiding souls through the darkest dearth,
       Igni�ng hope, a celes�al rebirth.

So, embrace the moon’s gentle sway,
Let its luminescence light your way,
In its tender glow, find solace and stay,
As the night so�ly turns into day.

Expressions
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ftanxh leqUnzj esa tSls ,d rSjrh ukWo gS

Aastha Gupta 

MCA-1st Year (Section-A)

Expressions
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Jyoti Mishra 

MCA-1st Year (Section-C)

Expressions
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Aditya Sharma 

MCA-1st Year (Section-A)

Expressions
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Radhika Gupta

MCA-1st Year (Section-A)

Expressions
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Revolutionizing Organ Transplants: 

The Organ Donor and Recipient Platform (ODRP)

Introduc�on:
In a world where medical advancements are con�nuously pushing boundaries, the Organ Donor and 
Recipient Pla�orm (ODRP) emerges as a beacon of hope for individuals in dire need of life-saving organ 
transplants. ODRP is a web applica�on designed to simplify and streamline the organ dona�on process, 
making it easier for pa�ents, families, and hospitals to connect donors with recipients. This ar�cle delves 
into the heart of ODRP, shedding light on its innova�ve features and the poten�al it holds to save 
countless lives.

The Organ Shortage Crisis:
The shortage of available organs for transplanta�on is a global healthcare crisis. Every day, pa�ents 
around the world grapple with life-threatening condi�ons, hoping for the gi� of a new organ to extend 
their lives. However, the process of finding suitable donors and matching them with recipients has been a 
cumbersome and arduous task. ODRP sets out to change this narra�ve.

How ODRP Works:
ODRP provides a dedicated pla�orm for hospitals to upload detailed informa�on about available organs, 
including necessary test reports. This essen�al feature enables hospitals to not only find donors but also 
match them with recipients in a seamless and efficient manner.

Pa�ents in need of organs can register on ODRP and update their details while maintaining confiden�ality 
by excluding their names from the informa�on provided. They can also submit valid medical reports, 
which play a crucial role in the matching process.

Donors, too, can use ODRP to register and share their organ dona�on details along with their own medical 
reports. ODRP employs advanced algorithms to match donors and recipients based on a combina�on of 
criteria specific to each organ type, ensuring the highest chances of compa�bility and successful 
transplanta�on.

Innovation
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Matching Criteria for Organ Types:
ODRP understands that different organs have varying requirements for successful transplanta�on. Here 
are some of the criteria considered for different organ types:

Heart: Lungs:        
Dura�on: Four to six hours     Dura�on: 36 to 48 hours
Criteria: Distance and body size    Criteria: Blood type and body size

Liver:        Kidney:
Dura�on: Four to six hours     Dura�on: 12 to 15 hours
Criteria: Donor's desire & expected     Criteria: Non-diabe�c donors 
pa�ent survival post-transplant    without infec�ous diseases

Benefits of ODRP:
The Organ Donor and Recipient Pla�orm offers numerous advantages:

Improved Efficiency: ODRP streamlines the organ transplant process, reducing the �me and effort 
required to find suitable donors and recipients.
Increased Privacy: By omi�ng names from pa�ent profiles, ODRP ensures pa�ent confiden�ality while 
s�ll providing vital informa�on for matching.
Enhanced Matching: The pla�orm's advanced algorithms consider mul�ple factors to maximize the 
compa�bility between donors and recipients.
Timely Transplants: ODRP's efficient matching process accelerates the organ transplant �meline, 
poten�ally saving lives by reducing wai�ng �mes.
Geographic Considera�on: The distance-based criteria for heart and other organ transplants help 
minimize organ transporta�on �me, increasing the chances of success.

Conclusion:
In a world where every minute counts in the ba�le for life, the Organ Donor and Recipient Pla�orm stands 
as a game-changer. By providing an organized and efficient way to connect donors with recipients, ODRP 
is poised to make a significant impact on the organ transplanta�on landscape. With its commitment to 
pa�ent privacy, advanced matching algorithms, and tailored criteria for each organ type, ODRP is a 
beacon of hope for those awai�ng life-saving organ transplants. The journey toward revolu�onizing organ 
transplanta�on has begun, and ODRP is at the forefront, ready to save lives one match at a �me.

Harsh Kain

MCA 1st Year

Satyam Srivastava

MCA 1st Year

Kritika

MCA 1st Year

Radhika 

MCA 1st Year

Innovation
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60-Minute with Alumni

Can you briefly introduce yourself and tell us about your �me at KIET Group of Ins�tu�ons?

Hi, I'm Harshika Srivastava and I'm currently working as So�ware Developer at Accenture. 
I had a great �me in KIET in terms of my personal and professional growth.  I got to learn lot of things and 
got ul�mate exposure which helped a lot in my personality development.

Reflec�ng on your college years, what were some of the most memorable experiences or moments that 
shaped you?

In 3 years of journey with my alma mater I had lot of memories, but the most memorable experience was 
when I par�cipated in INNOTECH and our project secured 3rd Posi�on which was highly recognized by all 
and Project was very innova�ve though it also got a corner in the newspaper which boosted our morale 
very high.

What mo�vated you to choose your current career path, and how did your educa�on play a role in it?

I was very fascinated towards the coding and but during my gradua�on I was unable to pursue but later I 
got an opportunity to do my Masters in Computer Applica�on and this helped me pursue my dream.

Can you share a challenging or pivotal moment in your career and how you overcame it?

I was from Non tech background but deep down I wanted to join IT Industry though I opted Masters from 
KIET which streamlined my career. Ini�ally it was slightly tough but with constant support of department 
facul�es, Hod sir I overcome all the challenges and achieved my dream.

In what ways has networking with fellow alumni or university connec�ons benefited your career?

Alumni networking helped me understand the market trends, technology and the required skill set which 
actually companies want from a freshers.

Harshika Shrivastava

MCA (Batch 2018-21)
th5  Rank Holder

Alumni Section
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Tell us about any extracurricular ac�vi�es or organiza�ons you were involved in during college that le� 
a las�ng impression on you.

KIET has always stand out to give complete exposure for extracurricular ac�vi�es in lines to which I got 
mul�ple chance to host fresher's and farewell par�es also I was appointed as apex coordinator for many 
events like literary fest and cultural events which brought management skills and made me a team player.

Can you share a project or achievement from your post-gradua�on life that you are par�cularly proud 
of?

I made a project named INNOMET and we par�cipated in INNOTECH (Tech fest). This project got patent 
which was only possible with the help of Hod sir and other faculty member. Apart from project I secured 
University Rank 5th which was a very proud moment when I was called to the university with my parents 
for the award ceremony.

Are there any specific challenges you faced while transi�oning from college to the professional world, 
and what advice would you give to recent graduates going through the same phase?

As such no challenge I faced because KIET has helped me in mul�ple ways like developing skills making us 
ready for Industry so my advice to recent graduate is to simply follow the set structure of KIET this will lead 
to easy transi�on and will surely help to get success.

Do you have any words of wisdom or advice for current students who are s�ll working towards their 
degrees?

My Advice to the current students is to focus on trending technologies, work on your technical and 
communica�ons skills and keep your fundamental topics clear it will surely help in cracking interviews.

Alumni Section
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Congratulations!
For Securing Ranking in AKTU Examination 2021-22

Vidhi Aggarwal

Gold Medal
Vaibhav Gupta

th
8  Rank

Harshika Shrivastava
th

5  Rank

Overall Placement Record

Achievements
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